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The Old School
Fellowship Education

"The Buzz"

Join the WRFR/Buzz team
Radio station WRFR and our magazine the Buzz 

are all-volunteeer efforts. We are open to everyone, 
and we need your help.

Do you have skills that could help us give voice 
to our Rockland community? Go wrfr.org

Today in American politics we have two competing orthodoxies, both of 
them irrational denials of reality. The cacophony of these mob-narratives 
is creating a screeching feedback which is ringing so loud in our ears that 
we can barely hear anything else.

On the one hand are the Trump loyalists who are ready to believe the 
most complete nonsense, for example that it was the FBI and Antifa that 
broke into Congress on January 6, and that the 2020 election was a fraud - 
mob-think nonsense that is highly destructive of democracy.

On the other hand are the “democrats” who pretend to be leftist friends 
of the working class, but who in fact are a superior “educated” class who 
disrespect common people and believe that their enlightened judgment 
should rule. Not only do they know what is best, but they are sure that 
anyone who questions their “science” is evil, and should be excluded from 
conversation.

It’s social schizophrenia, serious mental illness that is destroying our 
ability to function as a nation of equals. We are headed to a tyranny in 
which one side or the other will take power and oppress the other. 
Democracy will die, not in darkness, as the hyper-partisan multi-
billionaire owned Washington Post says, but in a blinding explosion of 
clicks for the profit of the corporate media.

The answer is mass sanity - in other words, common sense. Our circus 
of partisan nonsense is making it hard for us to collaborate, and only if we 
collaborate can we hope to make life better for the whole of us.

How can we come to our senses, and get back to real life? The key 
ingredients are faith in humanity, courage, and a means of communication 
that is not manipulated by a few multi-billionaires.

The latter we have at our disposal. Locally, we can talk to each other, 
and we must. The internet is another means, if we use it wisely. E-mail is 
cheap, and easy. Video telephone, including group conversations, is now 
also cheap and easy. Both are free of manipulation and censorship. And 
we've got WRFR and the Buzz!

The needed courage is in our hearts if we can just tune out the 
screeching fear that our mob orthodoxies are spreading, left and right. 
What neither side is saying is the simple truth that what we most have to 
fear is not getting along with each other. We must take heart, and have 
the courage to work together despite the mob-chanting fear and hate.

Ultimately is is about faith in ourselves. That is what makes our 
courage possible, and what makes our communication productive. I have 
that faith. I believe that it is possible for us to survive and thrive together 
on this beautiful planet. I want to help, and helping is what makes me 
happy.
      - Joe Steinberger

Make America Sane Again

Coastal Mountains Nature Program 
presents Mushrooms and Other Fungi on 
Saturday, September 17 from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. at the St. Clair Preserve 
(Knights Pond) in Northport. The popular Coastal Mountains Nature Program 
is a series of monthly naturalist-led walks and talks exploring the natural 
history of Mid-Coast Maine.

Dr.  David Porter, emeritus professor of mycology at the University of 
Georgia, will share his broad and in-depth knowledge of mushrooms.  During 
the first hour, after a brief demonstration of how to describe a mushroom and 
make spore prints, we will spread out to collect mushrooms along the trails in 
and around the St. Clair Preserve.  During the second hour, we will meet in 
the parking lot to identify the mushrooms and talk about their biology and 
ecology.

DIRECTIONS: Take Route 1 to Northport, turn west on Beech Road for 2.3 
miles, turn left on Knights Pond Road and drive 1.8 miles to the end.

THOMASTON, MAINE: Interloc is pleased to present Form and Gesture II, 
curated by Alexis Iammarino and Alex Ebstein, opening Saturday, August 27, 
with a reception from 5-8pm, at 153 Main Street in Thomaston, Maine. This 
exhibition will be on view through October 9.

First shown at Silber Gallery at Goucher College in Towson, Maryland, this 
show brought together works by artists Meghan Brady, Carolyn Case, Matias 
Cuevas, E.Saffronia Downing, Anna Hepler, Ashley Page, Kim Rice and Rene 
van der Stelt. This second iteration at Interloc in Thomaston, Maine, 
showcases an expanded ensemble, including 8 new artists: Ada Pinkston, 
Aryana Minai, Anna Queen, Amy Boone McCreesh, Allison Cekala, Henry 
Austin, Jonna McKone, and Kitty Winslow. 

The works on view in Form and Gesture II are artifacts of their own 
production, documents that describe their own making. The aesthetics and 
forms are a direct result of physically rigorous or improvisatory studio 
processes performed by the artists. The show is an invitation to imagine and 
discuss how the artists’ movement contributes to their techniques. It also 
informs a deeper appreciation for and expression of their art practices across 
geographies, generations, and cultural identities. The visual form, structure, 
and physicality articulated in the making prompts discourse between the 
divergent approaches to material use and craft explored by each artist. 
Similarly, they consider the creative communities of feedback and support as 
well as the geographies that contribute to these distinct, visual voices. 

Pairing overlapping interests with different focuses examines how artists 
build both a visual language and physical practice–in the studio and as part of 
a larger conversation about how abstraction and formal language interact. By 
examining echoes of similar forms, spatial relationships, material 
transformations, and tactile objects, the works challenge the expectation that 
like forms convey like ideas.

The curators consider the bodies of the artists’ as conceptually fluid entities, 
each positioned to represent self between the physical, the social and/or a 
situated body politic.

The exhibition points to the physical effort evident in the artist's studio 
practices and the ways they choose to articulate their identities within the 
works. Here artists in this show move, labor, perform, and directly collaborate 
with their materials to forge the meaning of their work. The resulting objects 
convey personal and political narratives located within the corporeal actions, 
emotive presence, and conceptual interests that individuate and braid together 
conversations between artists.  

Form and Gesture II

   Your aging editor/producer Joe is going away on a trip to 
Europe for two weeks. Perhaps he will write something about this 
when he returns, but in the meantime the Buzz will be produced 
by Chuck Gifford, with help (if he is lucky) from Steve Carroll.
   With help also, if he is lucky, from you. He will need help!
Send something interesting to Chuck to include in the Buzz: 
email gowrfr@gmail.com

Buzz Warning



The Buzz, page 2

19th Edition • American Legion Post 1 • Apache Boat Works • The Apprenticeshop • Astrology with Ananur • Bartlett Woods • Bay Chamber Concerts & 
Music School • Bay Chiropractic • Blues Festival • Botany Maine • Brio Promotions • Brooks Trap Mill • Bufflehead Sailing Charters • Burpee, Carpenter & 
Hutchins Funeral Home • Cafe Miranda • Camden Conference • Camden Harbor Cruises • Camden National Bank • Camden Opera House • C'est la Vie 
Consignment • Chartrand Imports • Courier Publications • Cemetary Dance Publications • Dead River Company • Dowling Walsh Gallery • Eastern Tire • 
Eric Gabrielsen • First National Bank • Frantz Furniture • The Free Press • Genuine Automotive • Gilman Electrical Company • The Good Tern Co-op & 
Café • The Grasshopper Shop • Guini Ridge Farm • Hello Hello Books • Home Kitchen Cafe • Jensen's Pharmacy • Jess's Market • K & P Speed Shop • 
Knight Marine Service • Knox Village Soup • Luce Spirits • Maine Street Meats • Maine Coast TV • Maritime Energy • Mountainside Services • Mid-Knight 
Auto • Monhegan Boat Line • OUT Maine • Peaceful Passage • Pen Bay Pilot • Pen Bay Medical Center • Red Bird Acupuncture • Robbins Construction • 
Rock City Employee Cooperative • Rockland Family Dentistry • Rockland Savings Bank • Sammy's Deluxe • Samoset Resort • Schooner Bay Printing • Side 
Country Sports • Southend Grocery • State of Maine Cheese • Strand Theatre • Swan Restorations • Suzuki's Sushi Bar • Tea Printers • Toshie Ichiyanagi 
Tesler, CPA • Viking Lumber • Wayfinder School • Well and Good Natural Medicine • Willow Bake Shop • The Zack Shack

WRFR and The Buzz are supported by these local business sponsors. Please give them your custom!

Get The Buzz at these Rockand locations: Good Tern Co-op • Knight Marine • Jensen's Pharmacy • Rock City Cafe • Southend Grocery
The Buzz is composed and printed by the Fellows of The Old School at the WRFR studios, 20 Gay Street, Rockland.  Email: wrfr93.3@gmail.com

Become a WRFR Sponsor
Sponsoring your local all-volunteer radio station is community service, 

public relations, and advertising - all for just $360 a year. We will record a 
20-second announcement describing your business or organization and 
letting our listeners know how to find you. Your message will play at 

least once a day, every day of the year. To learn more, email David Dyer: 
sponsorwrfr@gmail.com.

WEEK ONE HUNDRED-TWENTY-EIGHT
COVID-19 RANDOM NOTES WHILE SHELTERING IN PLACE 

 by Phyllis Merriam
Some media reporting contends that the FBI search of Mar-a-Lardo 

will ensure another term for Trump. Added to that is the theory that 
white Brahmin classes spurn working class Americans. Maybe Trump 
will succeed in another run for president. But I don’t believe these 
posited reasons. I think the MAGA people and the GOP identify with 
the abuser Trump in a sort of Stockholm syndrome – a psychological 
response over time to being captive. In this case shackled to The Big 
Lie. Trump is effectively holding the GOP hostage and any GOP 
candidate who doesn’t adhere to Trump is destroyed.

We’ve always had white supremacists in one form or another. Think 
decimation of the First Peoples’ land, culture and their children; slavery; 
the Ku Klux Klan; lynching; Redline housing; Japanese-Americans in 
American WWII concentration camps; the anti-BLM movement; 
QaNon, Proud Boys, Oath Keepers and any number of other 
contemporary white supremacist groups.

I lost a college friend suddenly last Sunday to pneumonia. Connie and 
I talked and emailed frequently after the death of her husband. We two 
couples kept in touch all these years. No matter what was happening, 
we could laugh a lot. She died almost to the day nine years after her 
husband’s death. I believe the unending grief of losing her loving life 
partner compromised her immune system and contributed to Connie’s 
death. A friend emailed me their wise condolence: ”So much we do not 
understand. So much we begin to know later: How dear to one another 
we are.”

Yesterday I accidentally walked into part of a spider’s web destroying 
its anchor. I’m not a Buddhist but I felt bad. Today I noticed the spider 
had reconstructed its web between two cedars by our bay window. The 
NYT reported scientists have discovered when spiders sleep they appear 
to dream. Do they dream of constructing more and more 
mathematically complex webs?

Who can keep up with all the politics, midterms, and ex-POTUS 
lawsuits and maneuverings? Too much ever changing info and 
nuttiness, e.g. Herschel Walker says Georgia’s “good air decides to float 
over to China,” replacing “China’s bad air, which goes back to Georgia 
where we got to clean that back up.”  Trump now demands all the 
classified documents he took post-pres. to Mar-a-Lardo be returned to 
him so he can return them to the National Archives. Say what? (His 
father had Alzheimer’s. The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree?)

I haven’t seen the grey fox for about three weeks until Mango spotted 
it in our yard while I was brewing my morning coffee. Mango was on 
high alert, darting from 
one kitchen windowsill to 
another. The fox ambled 
onto our patio and then 
disappeared into the 
property line bushes. It 
looked healthy with its 
fine, thick brush.

The Rockland Metro Show
Wednesdays from 5 to 6 pm

 on WRFR and MaineCoast.tv
On the Metro Show we try to have the conversation America needs today, 

Co-hosted by Steve Carroll and Joe Steinberger, the show features lively, 
friendly and constructive conversations between people from different 
backgrounds and political perspectives.  Listen or watch, and call 593-0013 
with your questions and comments.

The Camden Public Library welcomes the Bay Winds North Wind 
Ensemble back to the beautiful Camden Amphitheatre for a free public 
concert on Sunday, September 4, at 3:00 pm. This family-friendly event 
is the perfect way to spend a Labor Day weekend afternoon outdoors. 
The talented ensemble, based in Rockland, Maine, is comprised of 
musicians who are high school age to retirees from the midcoast. For 
more than ten years, the Ensemble has performed concerts year-round 
and participates in several parades during the summer months. Bring a 
lawn chair or blanket to the Amphitheatre for comfortable seating.

Bay Winds North at Camden Amphitheatre on Sunday

Love the Book? Now See 
Blueberries for Sal: The Musical!

Portland’s Maine Children’s Theater is coming to Historic Watts Hall,
174 Main Street, Downtown Thomaston,

for ONE SHOW ONLY on
Thursday, September 1, at 4 p.m. 

Tickets are $15 for adults, $5 for children (12 and under). Available 
online at Watts Hall Community Arts website https://

wattshallthomaston.com, at Flaura, 185 Main Street, Thomaston (cash 
only), and at the door. Seating is by general admission.

Doors open at 3:30 p.m.


